
Merry

Wish You Where There!

         On    November      29th,     cellist
Jonathan   Miller  (Boston  Symphony
Orchestra       and      Boston      Artists
Ensemble)    returned    to    Bayridge!
This   time    with   violinist    Lucia  Lin
(Boston    Symphony    Orchestra  and
Muir Quartet) for  a magical,  intimate
evening   of   Bach   and   Ravel.   "The
best     musical    performance    these
walls    have  seen",  said one    of   our
loyal  patrons.  Hoping  for  an encore!
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A Few 2016 Highlights

A     workshop      to       empower
women   to   navigate      through
cultural   perceptions   of   beauty
and  discover fashion  tips worthy
of  the multi-faceted woman was
led      by      Australian      Fashion
Designer and Social Entrepreneur
Judi   Limbers.

After  years   of   hard   work,
two      of       our      beloved
residents    left    with    their
Phd’s:  Emily  Austin  is  now
teaching   at  the  University
of      Chicago      and     Sara
Machado   at    the   London
School of Economics.

Emilia   Stanco - Buckley    ‘81-‘83    lived
at       Bayridge        Residence        while
studying     Business     and    Computer
Science    at  Boston      College.      After
generously  volunteering  with auctions
and  reunions,  Emilia  will   now  be the
new   Director   of   Alumnae  Relations.

Wishing you and yours a
very Merry Christmas and
a blessed New Year from
all of us at Bayridge,

              Irene Dorgan.



Alum Corner: Caroline Marten-Ellis,

         Geeta,    from    Toronto,   Canada,
has been  at  Bayridge  for  three  years
while  finishing   her doctorate  degree
at    the    New    England    College    of
Optometry.
"Thank   you   Bayridge,   for  being  my
comfort     at    the    end    of    a   long,
stressful   day   at  school  or  work. You
have    been    my   home    away   from
home       where     I     made       lasting
friendships      and      deepened      my

Resident Corner: Geeta Nadarasah

         I   came    to   Boston   in  May
 of  1974  looking  for a place to live
while attending  the  College of
Optometry. After  looking  at   a   few
 apartments (dark, dreary and roach
infested…), we visited  the  BU
 housing  office where we  spotted a
brochure of Bayridge.  I was  
 enamored   at   first   sight.  The
building   was  clean,  airy,  roach-free
and  there  were  young women from
all different universities.
        The best part was the friendships
I developed, which have lasted to this
day.  Rachel  Turnier  (from Haiti)  and

Alum Associations Kick-
off Around the World!

Bayridge alums reunited to fund-
raise and reminisce:

Sue  Orrico  (from New York)  continue  to
be   my   best  friends.  As  a hobby,I make
jewelry  and Sue makes other accessories;
we   sell   our   products  as  the  “Bayridge
Lines”   in   honor  of  the  place where  we
met,    became   friends    and    learned to
love Boston.
       Following  my recommendation, both
my  nieces  Valerie  and Stephanie lived
at Bayridge      while     studying   in  
Boston. Rachel,   Sue  and  I  meet  up at
Bayridge reunions;     we   like  to  support
 Bayridge since it is there that we made
friends for a lifetime.  It is a unique,
special place. 

This   "hands-on"   workshop   led   by
financial   planners  Virginia Brennan
and    Kellie    Desrosiers      
 explored budgeting,    managing    
debt    and saving.

Bayridge      Alum,     Linda     Perrault,
shared  her   experience   working   in
the     White   House.   She   discussed
skills  and  tips  for  hosting small and
large  events  as  well  as  networking.

religious   roots.”
           In   addition   to     studying   hard,   Geeta   gives  herself
unstintingly    to   help   whenever  possible.  Thank you Geeta!
You've been one of our best volunteers!
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